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Testimony Regarding the Family and Medical Leave Insurance Program 
Submitted to the record of the Senate Finance Committee Hearing on February 27, 
2020 by Molly Weston Williamson, Director of Paid Leave and Future of Work and 

Senior Staff Attorney, and Cassandra Gomez, Law Clerk, A Better Balance 
 
We are submitting this testimony on behalf of A Better Balance, a legal advocacy 
organization whose mission is to fight for policies that will protect American workers 
from having to choose between caring for themselves and their families and maintaining 
their economic security. To that end, we have been working on paid family and medical 
leave issues in states throughout the country for over a decade. We are delighted that 
Maryland is considering this important issue.  
 
I. Paid family and medical leave laws are working in other states. 
 
Since the middle of the last century, five states (California, New Jersey, Rhode Island, 
New York, and Hawaii) have provided a legal right to temporary disability insurance 
(TDI), which provides partial wage replacement to those unable to work due to an off-
the-job illness or injury. In recent years, California, New Jersey, Rhode Island, and New 
York have expanded these programs to provide benefits to workers bonding with a new 
child or caring for a seriously ill loved one.1 Washington State has created a new 
insurance system to provide similar benefits. In addition, Washington, D.C., 
Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Oregon have passed laws to create new insurance 
systems to provide benefits in these same situations, which those states are currently 
working to implement. Though their exact structures vary, all existing comprehensive 
paid family and medical leave programs provide benefits through a social insurance 
model.  
 
In each state with a paid family and medical leave law, almost all private sector (non-
government) employees have an automatic legal right to coverage, including hourly, part-
time, and subcontracted workers.2 These laws cover employees regardless of the size of 
their employer, meaning that even those who work for an employer with just one 
employee have the right to coverage. Most programs also allow self-employed workers to 
opt in to coverage if they choose.  
 
These laws provide benefits in a few types of situations. Workers can receive medical 
leave benefits (sometimes called TDI benefits) when they are unable to work due to a 
serious off-the-job illness or injury. In all programs, family leave benefits are available to 
those taking leave from work to bond with a new child (including children newly placed 
for foster care or adoption) or to care for a family member with a serious health 
condition. New York, Washington State, Massachusetts, California, and Connecticut also 
provide (or will provide) paid family leave benefits to workers dealing with certain needs 
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in connection with a family member’s military deployment. New Jersey, Oregon, and 
Connecticut also provide (or will provide) benefits known as “safe time,” which covers 
non-medical needs arising from domestic or sexual violence.  
 
Programs vary in the number of weeks of benefits workers can receive. For their own 
medical needs, workers can receive benefits for fifty-two weeks in California, thirty 
weeks in Rhode Island, twenty-six weeks in New York and New Jersey, and twelve 
weeks in Washington State (with an additional two weeks for certain pregnancy-related 
health needs). Workers will be able to receive benefits for their own medical needs for 
twenty weeks in Massachusetts, twelve weeks in Connecticut and Oregon (with an 
additional two weeks for certain pregnancy-related health needs in each of these states), 
and two weeks in Washington, D.C. For paid family leave, Washington State offers 
twelve weeks, California currently offers six weeks and will begin offering eight weeks 
on July 1, 2020, while Rhode Island offers four weeks of benefits. New York currently 
offers ten weeks of paid family leave benefits and, when the program is fully phased in in 
2021, will offer twelve weeks; New Jersey currently offers six weeks but will begin 
offering twelve weeks on July 1, 2020. Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Oregon will each 
offer twelve weeks of paid family leave benefits,3 while Washington, D.C. will provide 
six weeks of benefits to care for a seriously ill or injured loved one and eight weeks of 
benefits to bond with a new child. Programs vary in the extent to which workers can 
combine family and medical leave benefits sequentially. 
 
Benefits are calculated as a percentage of workers’ income. In some programs, this is a 
flat percentage of workers’ own income. Workers receive a flat percentage of their 
average weekly wage in Rhode Island (approximately 60%) and New Jersey 
(approximately 67%, which will go up to 85% in 2020). New York also uses a flat wage 
replacement rate, currently 50% for medical leave and 60% for family leave, but will 
increase the rate for family leave to 67% in 2021.  
 
Other programs use what is called progressive wage replacement rates, where lower 
income workers receive a higher percentage of their income. California uses a 
progressive wage replacement rate ranging from 60% to 70% for most workers, with 
lower-income workers receiving a higher percentage of their income. Washington, D.C., 
Washington State, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Oregon use (or will use) progressive 
rates structured in a similar way. In these states, workers will receive a higher percentage 
of their income up to a threshold (ranging from 80% to 100%) and then a lower 
percentage of income (ranging from 50% to 65%) above that threshold. In effect, this will 
create a sliding scale of benefits. The exact thresholds vary from state to state, but are 
typically tied to a percentage of the state’s average weekly wage or to the state’s 
minimum wage.4 
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In every program, benefits are subject to a cap (a maximum weekly benefit). In many 
states, this cap is set as a percentage of the state’s average weekly wage, so that it adjusts 
each year in response to growth in wages. Other programs use other mechanisms to 
ensure the benefit keeps pace with growth; for example, D.C.’s program will adjust 
benefits each year in response to regional inflation. 
 
Paid family and medical leave laws are social insurance systems. Though the mechanics 
vary by state, in all states the programs work by combining small contributions from 
employers, employees, or both into an insurance system. When workers need family or 
medical leave, the insurance system pays their benefits. This means that employers do not 
have to pay workers’ wages out of pocket when they are out on leave, making providing 
paid leave inexpensive to the employer. This feature may be especially important for 
small employers, who often cannot afford to pay for paid leave out of pocket and 
therefore are at a competitive disadvantage in hiring the best employees as compared to 
larger employers who can afford to do so.  
 
II. The need for Maryland to pass a paid family and medical leave law is 
overwhelming.  
 
Shockingly, the United States remains one of only two countries in the world, along with 
Papua New Guinea, with no national paid parental leave benefit of any kind.5 Only 16% 
of private sector workers receive paid family leave through their employers to bond with 
a new child or care for a seriously ill or injured family member; among low-income 
workers, the number is even lower.6 
 
This lack of access has predictable and devastating consequences for American families. 
Women without paid leave are more likely to be pushed into lower-paying jobs or to drop 
out of the work force entirely.7 In contrast, women who take paid leave after a child’s 
birth are more likely to be employed nine to twelve months after the child’s birth than 
working women who take no leave and new mothers who take paid leave are also more 
likely to report wage increases in the year following the child’s birth.8 For working 
fathers, taking longer paid family leave means increased satisfaction in their contact with 
their children9 and greater engagement in their children’s lives.10  
 
Lack of paid leave also hurts children. When parents cannot take the leave they need, 
babies are less likely to get checkups and important vaccinations, less likely to 
breastfeed, and more likely to develop behavioral problems.11 For foster children, the first 
few months are a critical adjustment period in the transition to a new placement,12 during 
which children need time to bond with their foster parents. Seriously ill children benefit 
when their parents can afford time off to care for them. Research shows that ill children 
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have better vital signs, faster recoveries, and reduced hospital stays when cared for by 
parents.13 
 
Nor is the need for family leave limited to new parents: today, nearly one in three U.S. 
households provide care for an adult loved one with a serious illness or disability.14 With 
an aging population, these numbers will only increase in the future. Family caregivers 
can help these individuals recover more quickly and spend less time in hospitals.15 
Policies that support family caregiving create savings that benefit all Maryland taxpayers. 
Unpaid family caregivers not only help to ease the burden on our crowded hospitals and 
long-term care facilities but also create enormous financial savings. For example, 
recipients of family caregiving are less likely to have nursing home care or home health 
care paid for by Medicare.16 Because most caregivers providing care for adults are 
employed,17 the demands of providing care are in constant tension with earning a much-
needed income.  
 
Workers also need time off to address their own serious health needs. Nationwide, about 
3 in 5 private sector workers lack access to short-term disability insurance through their 
employers, leaving them vulnerable when they need time off from work to address their 
serious health needs.18 Among low-income workers, these numbers are even more stark. 
Over 80% of those in the bottom quarter of earners and nearly 90% of those in the bottom 
tenth of earners lack access to short-term disability insurance through their employers.19 
When workers do not have the leave they need, they may defer or forego necessary 
medical treatment.20 For example, paid medical leave helps cancer patients and survivors 
determine a course of treatment, follow through with and avoid that treatment, and 
manage side effects.21 
 
Medical problems are a leading cause of personal bankruptcy in this country22 and a 
frequent contributor to home foreclosures.23 Without paid leave, those dealing with a 
disabling illness are often pushed onto public benefits.24 Nearly 1 in 3 seriously ill 
workers either lose their jobs or have to change jobs as a result of their illness.25 Paid 
medical leave can help workers balance their health needs with work and keep their jobs. 
Paid medical leave also helps keeps workers safe on the job, increasing productivity and 
decreasing employer costs. Workers with paid medical leave are significantly less likely 
to suffer dangerous injuries on the job26 or deaths on the job.27 When workers must return 
to work before a chronic condition is stabilized or before they have healed from an injury, 
they are more likely to relapse or re-injure themselves while working.28 Paid leave allows 
workers to recover and return to full productivity more quickly than they would by 
continuing to work.  
 
Finally, military families lack the protections they need when their loved ones are called 
to active duty service of our country. In one recent national survey, the amount of time 
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service members spend away from family was ranked as the top issue of concern for 
service members and military spouses.29 Families that make these sacrifices deserve the 
paid time off they need to address the effects of deployment on their families and their 
lives. Moreover, due to the impacts of the military lifestyle, a shocking 30% of military 
spouses are unemployed, despite actively seeking employment, and many more are 
underemployed.30 52% of military spouses reported that unemployment and 
underemployment are the main obstacles to financial security.31 Ensuring that these 
patriots can take the time away they need and then return ready to work can help them 
maintain employment and better support their loved ones serving abroad and those who 
remain at home.  
 
The Business Case for Paid Leave 
 
Five states, California, New Jersey, Rhode Island, New York, and Washington State have 
already implemented paid family and medical leave programs, with programs in the 
works under laws passed in Washington, D.C., Massachusetts, Connecticut, and 
Oregon.32 The experiences of these states have shown that paid family and medical leave 
laws can provide critically needed benefits at an affordable cost and without burdening 
businesses.  
 
Contrary to opponents’ claims, paid leave does not hurt businesses and can even help. In 
California, 92.8% of employers reported that paid family leave had a positive or neutral 
effect on employee turnover,33 saving employers the costly step of replacing an existing 
employee.34 A majority of California employers also reported positive or neutral effects 
on productivity (88.5%), profitability/performance (91.0%), and employee morale 
(98.6%).35 
 
Nor is it true that paid family and medical leave is bad for small businesses. Without a 
state program, small businesses that cannot afford to offer the same generous leave 
benefits as larger companies are at a competitive disadvantage in hiring.36 Providing paid 
leave through a social insurance program levels the playing field for small businesses. 
That is why, for example, one year after Rhode Island’s paid family leave law went into 
effect, a majority of small employers reported they were in favor of the program.37  
 
The Health Case for Paid Leave 
 
A robust and growing body of research demonstrates the substantial health benefits of 
paid family and medical leave for working families. For example, paid leave is associated 
with better physical and mental health for mothers, including a lower risk of postpartum 
depression.38 Moms who return to work within twelve weeks of giving birth are less 
likely to breastfeed and, when they do, breastfeed for less time than those who stay home 
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longer.39 In this context, it is unsurprising that access to paid leave has substantial 
positive effects on breastfeeding. For example, one leading study of California’s paid 
family leave program found that use of paid family leave more than doubled the average 
number of weeks of breastfeeding and, among workers with low-quality jobs, notably 
increased the percentage of women who initiated breastfeeding at all.40  
 
Paid leave is also tied to reduction in infant and child mortality. In one study of 141 
countries, controlling for other factors, an increase of ten full-time-equivalent weeks of 
paid maternal leave reduced neonatal and infant mortality rates by 10% and the mortality 
rate of children younger than five by 9%.41 Expanding paid leave may also help redress 
existing maternal health disparities. For example, one study found that the positive effects 
of increasing the length of paid maternity leave are especially pronounced for low-
resource families.42 Moreover, there are significant racial disparities in maternal health, 
especially for Black women who are significantly more likely to die in childbirth or 
experience serious complications than white women.43 Greater access to paid leave can 
help bridge these gaps. 
 
Family care leave also provides significant health benefits to both caregivers and care 
recipients. Ill children have better vital signs, faster recoveries, and reduced hospital stays 
when cared for by parents.44 Paid leave is a crucial part of this equation, because parents 
with paid leave are more than five times more likely to care for their sick children than 
those without.45 In one study, parents of children with special needs who received paid 
leave were more likely to report positive effects on their children’s physical and mental 
health than those who took leave without pay.46 Paid family care leave also has important 
health benefits for caregivers, who face many negative health repercussions from 
caregiving. Research shows that access to paid leave improves caregivers’ mental and 
emotional health.47  
 
Paid medical leave provides workers extended time off to deal with their own serious 
health need, including acute conditions like cancer, chronic conditions like diabetes or 
asthma, or recovery from an accident or serious injury. Paid leave allows workers to get 
the treatment they need, when they need it. For example, paid medical leave helps cancer 
patients and survivors determine a course of treatment, follow through with that 
treatment, afford treatment, and manage side effects.48 Paid leave also helps keep workers 
safe on the job, increasing productivity and decreasing employer costs. Workers with 
paid leave are significantly less likely to suffer dangerous injuries on the job49 or deaths 
on the job (for example, from heart conditions).50 When workers must return to work 
before a chronic condition is stabilized or before they have healed from an injury, they 
are more likely to relapse or re-injure themselves while working.51 Nationally, one in 
three U.S. adults under 65 has at least one chronic health condition.52 For workers who 
receive health insurance through their employers, taking needed leave can mean risking 
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their coverage when they need it the most. Strong paid leave laws, like the bills before 
you today, protect workers’ right to keep their employer-provided health insurance, 
ensuring that workers do not lose the coverage they need at these critical junctures. 
 
While critics charge that employees will abuse the program, the evidence does not 
support that claim. Studies in California53 and New Jersey54 show little to no abuse of the 
programs.  
 
III. A strong paid family and medical leave program contains several important 
aspects. 
 
Key policy elements must be included for a strong paid family and medical leave 
program. New programs should be crafted along the same lines as the successful 
programs in the states that have enacted paid family and medical leave. The insurance 
program, like other state programs, should be financed by small contributions that will 
enable workers to take time off when they and their families need it the most. The 
following are key policy points that should be included in a comprehensive bill.  
 
Private plans need appropriate guardrails. 
  
Most state paid family and medical leave programs allow employers to meet their 
obligations under the law by using a private plan that meets all the law’s requirements, 
rather than providing benefits through a state-run fund. However, in state paid family and 
medical leave laws that allow this option, the use of private plans is subject to certain 
essential safeguards to ensure that workers whose employers use private plans still 
receive the full protections of the law.  
 
We are concerned that the private plan language currently in the bill is insufficient to 
guarantee that workers covered by private plans will truly receive the rights the law 
promises them in practice. We urge you to consult the examples of states like 
California,55 New Jersey,56 and Massachusetts,57 which provide rigorous, specific criteria 
for the approval of private plans and for their continuing oversight to ensure compliance 
with the law in practice. 
 
Specifically, we urge you to amend the existing private plan language (Section 8.3-706) 
in your bill to provide the following essential protections. First, the law must provide 
specific minimum requirements which all policies must meet, including things like 
covered purposes, eligibility criteria, number of weeks of benefits, and wage replacement 
rate. These criteria should make clear that, in order to be approved as meeting the law’s 
requirements, a private plan must meet or exceed what the state plan provides on each of 
these points.  
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Second, the law must provide clear limits on worker contributions, such that workers will 
never be asked to pay more than an amount set by the state, regardless of how their 
employer chooses to provide coverage. Workers should never be required to pay more 
because their employer has chosen to provide coverage privately rather than through the 
state fund.  
 
Third, the law must set clear rules for how the benefits will be provided. Where the 
benefits are provided through the purchase of an insurance policy, the policy must be 
approved by and regulated by the state. Where the benefits are provided through 
employer self-insurance, that self-insurance must also be approved by the state, including 
requiring that employers provide proof that they have specifically set aside sufficient 
funds to pay for benefits. States that allow for self-insurance for paid family and medical 
leave benefits often provide that employers who seek to self-insure can be required to 
deposit a bond or other security with the state, further guaranteeing that funds will be 
there to pay for workers’ benefits when they need them.58  
 
Fourth, the law must provide for strong, proactive enforcement to ensure that employers 
are meeting their obligations. The state must provide this ongoing enforcement to ensure 
that workers covered by private plans are truly receiving the benefits to which they are 
entitled under the law. As part of this enforcement, the law must provide serious penalties 
for employers or other plan providers who break the law. 
 
Fifth, the law must explicitly provide for an appeals process through the state to 
challenge wrongful denials of workers’ claims, regardless of how coverage is provided. 
This ensures that workers have equal recourse if their claim is denied, as well as 
providing the state with an essential oversight tool. 
 
Sixth, to avoid any doubt or confusion, the law must explicitly state that workers covered 
by private plans are entitled to the same employment protections (such as the right to job 
protection or continuation of employment benefits) as those covered through the state 
fund. Workers’ rights under the law remain the same regardless of how their benefits are 
provided.  
 
Finally, the law must provide clear requirements for employers to provide notice to 
workers covered by private plans, to ensure that workers can easily identify who provides 
their coverage and apply for benefits when they need them. Without these requirements, 
the use of private plans can provide a barrier to workers’ ability to access the benefits to 
which they are entitled by law due to confusion over where and how to apply. For 
example, New Jersey recently enacted a strong notice requirement for private plans.59   
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12 weeks is a minimum length of leave time to serve the purposes of this legislation.  
 
A strong bill would provide at least twelve weeks of paid family and medical leave. This 
minimum benchmark, which is also consistent with the FMLA, ensures that workers have 
the time they need to attend to their own or a family member’s serious health needs, 
address the impact of a family member’s military deployment, or bond with a new child. 
Providing twelve weeks of coverage would also match the length of paid family leave 
coverage in New York (once the program is fully phased in) and Massachusetts and of 
paid family and medical leave coverage in Washington State, Connecticut, and Oregon.  
 
The health benefits of providing 12 weeks of leave for bonding are overwhelming for 
children, mothers, and fathers. Children whose mothers do not return to work full time in 
the first 12 weeks are more likely to receive medical checkups and critical vaccinations.60 
Mothers who take at least 12 weeks of leave are also more likely to breastfeed, with 
important lasting health benefits for their children.61  Fathers who take longer leaves 
experience greater engagement in their children’s lives;62 greater paternal engagement 
has cognitive and developmental advantages for children.63 For foster children, the first 
few months are a critical adjustment period in the transition to a new placement,64 during 
which children need time to bond with their foster parents. Experts including the 
American Academy of Pediatrics recommend that healthy full-term infants should not be 
enrolled in child care until they are at least 12 weeks old due to rapid developmental 
changes and the risk of developing severe undetected illness.65   
 
For new birth mothers, having less than 12 weeks of family leave is associated with 
increased symptoms of postpartum depression.66 For working fathers, taking longer paid 
family leave means increased satisfaction in their contact with their children.67  
 
Job protection is critical to the ability of a worker to take this benefit for which the 
worker is paying. 
 
A strong bill protects the jobs of workers taking paid family and medical leave under the 
law. Job protection for all employees covered by the program is an essential element—
without it, it’s not leave. This is especially important for low-income workers, who 
change jobs more often than other workers68 and are more likely to be working part 
time69 (including many part-time workers who would prefer to be working full time).70  
Massachusetts will provide job protection to all employees covered by its paid family and 
medical leave law, while New York and Rhode Island already provide job protection to 
all employees covered by their paid family leave laws.    
 
The need for paid family and medical leave occurs at some of the most stressful times in 
a person’s life: the arrival of a new child, a health crisis in the family, or a looming 
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deployment. At these times, workers shouldn’t have to worry whether they will have a 
job to return to after their leave. Without job protection, workers will pay for a program 
they can’t use. Without a legal right to get their job back, many workers will be unable to 
take the leave they need—the risk to their long-term economic security will be too great. 
In one California study, fear of being fired was a commonly cited reason workers who 
were eligible for paid family leave under that state’s program did not take it.71 In Rhode 
Island, 45% of workers who took leave under their state’s paid family leave law (which 
provides job protection) said that without the law they would not have taken leave for 
fear of losing their job.72 
 
Job protection keeps workers attached to the workforce. When workers are unable to take 
short-term leave and then return to their job, they are often pushed out of the workforce 
altogether. One study estimated that men who leave the labor force early due to caring for 
an aging parent lose almost $90,000 in wages, while women who do so lose over 
$140,000 in wages.73 Women who take paid leave after having a baby are more likely to 
be working 9 to 12 months after the birth than women who take no leave.74 And keeping 
workers on the job saves taxpayers money. Both men and women who return to work 
after taking paid leave are much less likely to be receiving public assistance or food 
stamps in the year following their child’s birth than those who return to work without 
taking family leave.75  

 
Workers need a decent wage replacement in order to be able to take time off, 
especially workers at the bottom of the economic spectrum.  
 
A strong bill would provide a wage replacement rate that workers, especially low-income 
workers can afford to use. At a minimum, we strongly recommend providing a wage 
replacement rate of at least two-thirds (67%) of wages for all workers.  
 
If possible, we also recommend adopting a progressive wage replacement system to 
ensure that all workers can afford to take the leave they need. Under progressive wage 
replacement systems, lower-income workers, who need to use all of their income to meet 
their basic needs, receive a higher proportion of their income while they are on leave. For 
example, the paid family and medical leave program in Washington State provides 90% 
of workers’ wages up to a certain amount and 50% of workers’ wages above that amount. 
Washington State’s program currently caps benefits at $1,000 per week, but benefits will 
be adjusted to 90% of the state average weekly wage in subsequent years. Progressive 
wage replacement systems strike a reasonable balance between meeting the needs of low-
wage workers and offering a reasonable maximum benefit to help protect the solvency of 
the fund.  
 
The wage replacement rate (the percentage of their own income workers receive while on 
leave) is an extremely important element of a paid family and medical leave law: if the 
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rate is too low, workers will not be able to afford to take the leave they need. This 
problem can be especially acute for low-income workers living paycheck to paycheck, 
who need every dollar of their income to pay their bills. Moreover, for programs that are 
partially worker-funded, it is particularly essential to ensure that workers will not be 
required to pay for a program they cannot afford to use.  
 
Though low-income workers are the most vulnerable, workers of any income level can 
find themselves unable to afford to take leave if the wage replacement rate is too low. In 
a major California study, workers across income levels reported that the 55% wage 
replacement level made it difficult to afford to use the program, potentially contributing 
to low rates of use.76 For this reason, California amended their statute to raise the wage 
replacement rate, especially for low-wage workers. Maryland can learn from the 
experience of existing programs and create a benefit level that works for workers.  
 
For purposes of family care, all close family members should be covered.  
 
A strong bill includes the close family members for whom many workers will feel 
responsible and will therefore need leave to provide care should there be a serious illness. 
A thoughtful definition should help reflect and protect the diversity of Maryland’s 
families. In today’s families, many grandparents are raising grandchildren and both 
grandparents responsible for their grandchildren and grandchildren who owe their 
grandparents the care given them should be covered. Adult children with a serious illness 
are no less in need of care from their parents than any other adult to whom the worker is 
related. And many siblings look to their sisters or brothers as the first person to whom 
they would turn for care in the event of a serious illness. 
 
Further, a strong bill would give covered workers the right to paid leave to care for their 
chosen families, loved ones to whom they may not have a legal or biological relationship. 
Three states—New Jersey, Connecticut, and Oregon—have already adopted paid family 
and medical leaves that include these loved ones. Nearly 600,000 households in 
Maryland, or 27% of households in the state, consist of an individual who lives alone.77 
In an emergency or during an illness, many individuals rely on care from chosen 
family—like close friends and loving neighbors—or extended family. Approximately 
344,000 Maryland residents live with nonrelatives—such as roommates, friends, or 
significant others.78 When an individual is sick or has a medical emergency, they often 
rely on individuals they live with—even absent a blood or legal relationship—for help 
and caregiving. In a 2016 national survey conducted by the Center for American 
Progress, 32% of people in the United States reported that they took time off work to 
provide care for a chosen family member. Higher rates were reported by LGBTQ 
participants (42%, compared with 31% of non-LGBTQ participants) and participants 
with disabilities (42%, compared with 30% of participants without disabilities).79 While 
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many people rely on their chosen families for care, chosen families can be especially 
important to LGBTQ people, particular LGBTQ older adults, who are especially likely to 
rely on those loved ones.80  
 
Self-employed workers deserve the opportunity to get coverage if they choose. 
 
A strong bill would allow self-employed workers, including independent contractors and 
freelancers, to opt in to coverage. Seven states—California, New York, Washington, 
D.C., Washington State, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Oregon—have laws that allow 
or will allow such workers to opt in to coverage under their respective programs. By even 
conservative measures, more than one in ten American workers are self-employed (as of 
2015),81 though some counts place the number even higher.82 A disproportionately high 
number of caregivers—in one study, as many as one in six—are self-employed.83 Self-
employment can be a double-edged sword for the ability to take leave, trading off (at 
least theoretically) greater control of one’s work schedule with less reliable income and 
fears of losing clients or work due to absence. 
 
Recently, the rise of the so-called “gig economy” has placed increasing importance on 
ensuring basic protections for independent contractors and other self-employed workers, 
even as it raises significant questions regarding whether these workers are in fact 
employees who have been misclassified as contractors.84 Despite their claims to provide 
flexibility, in practice platform companies like Uber often punish workers for not being 
available during profitable time slots, making it risky to take needed leave.85 Moreover, 
as with other low-income workers, taking unpaid time away from work may be 
economically unfeasible for many gig economy workers who struggle to find enough 
hours of work.86 New laws must, therefore, account for the needs of these workers and 
ensure that they can access the tools they need to take real leave regardless of whether 
they are considered traditional “employees.”   
 
Portable benefits meet the needs of a changing workforce.  
 
A strong bill would provide portable benefits—benefits that workers can take with them 
as they move from job to job or combine multiple sources of income. As workers 
increasingly find themselves in nonstandard, precarious, and insecure jobs, portable 
benefits are increasingly essential. Low-income workers in particular may be more likely 
to change jobs than other workers more generally, even with employment that is not 
formally set up as temporary. Without needed protections, like eligibility standards that 
promote portability, a worker who happens to change jobs shortly before a life event 
requiring leave could be excluded, even if that worker had a long tenure and qualified in 
their prior position.  
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Additionally, a bill should provide benefits to previously covered workers during 
unemployment. Many nonstandard employees may go through periods of unemployment 
between periods of employment. For example, temporary workers may have gaps 
between engagements or seasonal workers may struggle to find sufficient work in the off-
season. For these workers, it is important that they can still access benefits they 
previously qualified for if the need arises during a period of unemployment. 
 
Outreach and education are important. 
 
Especially in a program in which employees are paying in part for the benefit, it is very 
important that workers know about the benefit if there is a covered event in their lives. 
Strong bills include provisions committing the state to providing outreach and education 
on the new program and require employers to provide their employees with notice of 
their rights.  
 
Maryland has taken an important step forward today by examining paid family and 
medical leave. We thank you for the opportunity to submit this testimony and for all your 
efforts to enact the crucial protections working families need.  
 
                                                
1 Hawaii’s law continues to provide for TDI benefits, but has not been expanded to 
provide paid family leave benefits. Under the law, workers can receive TDI benefits for 
up to twenty-six weeks. Workers receive 58% of their own income through TDI, up to a 
cap.  
2 Some state paid family and medical leave laws also cover state or local government 
employees, while others generally allow public sector employer to opt in to coverage or 
allow unionized public sector workers to negotiate for coverage through the bargaining 
process. 
3 Massachusetts will provide up to twenty-six weeks of family leave benefits for military 
caregivers.  
4 For exact details by state, please see the attached chart.  
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Overview of Paid Family & Medical Leave Laws in the United States 
 

Eight U.S. states and the District of Columbia have paid family and medical leave laws on the books. This document provides an overview of these laws. 
 
 

 RI1 CA2 NJ3 NY4 D.C.5 WA6 MA7 CT8 OR9 
What 
purposes 
can leave 
be used 
for? 

Temporary 
disability 
insurance (TDI) 
can be used for a 
worker’s own 
serious off-the-job 
illness or injury. 
 

Temporary 
caregiver insurance 
(TCI) can be used 
to (1) bond with a 
child within one 
year of the child’s 
birth or placement 
for foster care or 
adoption; or (2) 
care for a family 
member with a 
serious health 
condition.  

Disability 
insurance (DI) 
can be used for a 
worker’s own 
serious off-the-
job illness or 
injury. 
 

Paid family 
leave (PFL) can 
be used to (1) 
bond with a 
child within one 
year of the 
child’s birth or 
placement for 
foster care or 
adoption; or (2) 
care for a family 
member with a 
serious health 
condition.  
 

Beginning on 
January 1, 2021, 
PFL can also be 
used to address 
certain military 
family needs.   
 
 

 

Temporary 
disability insurance 
(TDI) can be used 
for a worker’s own 
serious off-the-job 
illness or injury. 
 

Family leave 
insurance (FLI) can 
be used to (1) bond 
with a child within 
one year of the 
child’s birth or 
placement for foster 
care or adoption; (2) 
care for a family 
member with a 
serious health 
condition; or (3) 
address certain non-
medical needs 
arising from 
domestic or sexual 
violence, also known 
as “safe time.” 

Temporary disability 
insurance (TDI) can 
be used for a 
worker’s own serious 
off-the-job illness or 
injury. 
 

Paid family leave 
(PFL) can be used to 
(1) bond with a child 
within one year of the 
child’s birth or 
placement for foster 
care or adoption; (2) 
care for a family 
member with a serious 
health condition; or 
(3) address certain 
military family needs.  

Universal paid 
leave (UPL) 
can be used (1) 
for a worker’s 
own serious 
health 
condition; (2) 
to bond with a 
child within 
one year of the 
child’s birth or 
placement for 
foster care or 
adoption; or (3) 
to care for a 
family member 
with a serious 
health 
condition.  
 

Benefits begin 
on July 1, 
2020. 

Medical leave can 
be used for a 
worker’s own 
serious health 
condition. 
 

Family leave can be 
used to (1) bond 
with a child within 
one year of the 
child’s birth or 
placement; (2) care 
for a family member 
with a serious health 
condition; or (3) 
address certain 
military family 
needs.  
 

 

Medical leave can be 
used for a worker’s 
own serious health 
condition. 
 

Family leave can be 
used to (1) bond 
with a child within 
one year of the 
child’s birth or 
placement for foster 
care or adoption; (2) 
care for a family 
member with a 
serious health 
condition; or (3) 
address certain 
military family 
needs.  
 

Benefits begin on 
January 1, 2021, 
except for benefits 
for family 
caregiving, which 
will begin on July 1, 
2021.  

Medical leave can 
be used for a 
worker’s own 
serious health 
condition.10  
 
Family leave can be 
used to (1) bond 
with a child within 
one year of the 
child’s birth or 
placement for foster 
care or adoption; (2) 
care for a family 
member with a 
serious health 
condition; (3) 
address certain 
military family 
needs; or (4) address 
certain medical and 
non-medical needs 
arising from 
domestic violence, 
also known as “safe 
time.” 
 
Benefits begin 
between January 1 
and February 1, 
2022.  

Medical leave can 
be used for a 
worker’s own 
serious health 
condition. 
 
Family leave can be 
used to (1) bond 
with a child within 
one year of the 
child’s birth or 
placement for foster 
care or adoption; or 
(2) care for a family 
member with a 
serious health 
condition.  
 
Safe leave can be 
taken to address 
certain medical and 
nonmedical needs 
arising from 
domestic violence, 
harassment, sexual 
assault or stalking. 
 
 
Benefits begin 
January 1, 2023. 
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 RI1 CA2 NJ3 NY4 D.C.5 WA6 MA7 CT8 OR9 
Who is 
covered?11 

Employees covered 
by the state 
unemployment 
insurance law, 
except for public 
employees, are 
covered. 

Employees 
covered by the 
state 
unemployment 
insurance law, 
except for most 
public employees, 
are covered. 

Employees covered 
by the state 
unemployment 
insurance law are 
covered, with some 
exceptions for public 
sector employees.  

Most private sector 
employees are 
covered.12  

Most private 
sector 
employees are 
covered. 

All employees are 
covered. 

Employees covered 
by the state 
unemployment 
insurance law, 
except for some 
public employees, 
are covered.  
 

All private sector 
and many public 
sector employees 
are covered. 

Almost all 
employees are 
covered. 

Are public 
sector 
workers 
automatic-
ally 
covered?13 

No. Public 
employers can opt 
in to coverage, as 
can some unions 
covering public 
sector workers 
through the 
collective 
bargaining process. 

No, with a few 
exceptions.  
Many public 
employers can 
opt in to 
coverage, but 
may need to do 
so through a 
negotiated 
agreement with 
an authorized 
bargaining unit. 

Own health: No, 
with a few 
exceptions. Public 
employers can opt in 
to coverage.  
 
Paid family leave: 
Yes. 

No. Public employers 
can opt in to coverage 
and unions covering 
public sector workers 
can opt in to paid 
family leave through 
the collective 
bargaining process.  

No. Yes. State employees are 
automatically 
covered. Local 
government 
employees are not 
automatically 
covered. Public 
sector employers not 
covered by the law 
can opt in to 
coverage. 

State employees are 
covered if their 
collective 
bargaining unit has 
negotiated coverage 
or if they are not in 
a collective 
bargaining unit. 
Municipal 
employees and 
employees of a local 
or regional board of 
education are 
covered if their 
collective 
bargaining unit has 
negotiated coverage 
or if they are not in 
a collective 
bargaining unit and 
their employer has 
negotiated coverage 
for members of any 
collective 
bargaining unit. 

Yes, except 
employees of 
federal and tribal 
governments. 
Tribal governments 
may opt in to 
coverage. 
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 RI1 CA2 NJ3 NY4 D.C.5 WA6 MA7 CT8 OR9 
Are 
domestic 
workers 
covered? 

Yes, subject to a 
low minimum 
payment 
requirement.   

Yes, subject to a 
low minimum 
payment 
requirement.   

Yes, subject to a low 
minimum payment 
requirement.   

Full-time domestic 
workers (those who 
work at least 40 hours 
per week for a single 
employer) are covered. 

Yes, subject to 
a low 
minimum 
payment 
requirement.  

Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. 
 

Can self-
employed 
workers 
opt in to 
coverage?  

No. Yes. No. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes.  
 
Certain self-
employed workers 
may be covered 
automatically. 

Yes.  Yes. 

What are 
the 
require-
ments to 
qualify for 
benefits? 

Workers must have 
earned wages in 1 
quarter of the  
base period of at 
least 200 times the 
minimum wage 
(currently, $2,100), 
must have earned 
income across the 
base period of at 
least 1.5 times the 
worker’s highest 
earning quarter, 
and must have 
earned at least 400 
times the minimum 
wage (currently, 
$4,200) over the 

Workers must 
have earned at 
least $300 
during the base 
period.  
 
The base period 
is the first 4 of 
the 5 most 
recently 
completed 
quarters or may 
include earlier 
quarters if the 
worker was 
unemployed 
during part of 
the base 

Workers must have 
either earned at least 
20 times the 
minimum wage 
(currently, $172) in 
at least 20 weeks or 
earned at least 1,000 
times the minimum 
wage (currently, 
$8,600) during the 
base year.  
 
The base year is the 
first 4 of the 5 most 
recently completed 
quarters or the 4 
most recent 
completed quarters 

Own health: Workers 
generally must have 
been employed for at 
least 4 consecutive 
weeks by a single 
employer;15 previously 
qualified workers 
qualify immediately 
upon the start of 
employment with a 
new covered employer.   
 

Paid family leave: 
Workers generally 
must have been 
employed by their 
current employer for 
at least 26 consecutive 
weeks; those who 

While there are 
no formal 
eligibility 
requirements 
specified in the 
statute, workers 
who have 
worked for 
covered D.C. 
employers for 
less than 1 year 
may receive a 
prorated benefit 
amount.  
 

Regulations 
will provide 
additional 
guidance on 

Workers must have 
worked at least 820 
hours in the 
qualifying period.  
 
The qualifying 
period means the 
first 4 of the 5 most 
recently completed 
quarters or the 4 
most recent 
completed quarters. 
 
This can combine 
hours worked at 
more than one 
employer. 

Workers must have 
earned a minimum 
amount (currently, 
$4,700) during the 
base period and must 
meet an earnings 
requirement tied to 
the worker’s average 
earnings that, in 
effect, means the 
worker must have 
worked at least 15 
weeks.  
 
The base period is 
the last 4 completed 
quarters or the 3 
most recent 

Workers must have 
earned at least 
$2,325 during the 
highest earning 
quarter within the 
base period.  
 
The base period is 
the first 4 of the 5 
most recently 
completed quarters. 
 
This can combine 
income from more 
than one employer. 

Workers must have 
earned at least 
$1,000 during the 
base year. 
 
The base year is the 
first 4 of the last 5 
completed quarters 
or the 4 most 
recently completed 
quarters.    
 
This can combine 
income from more 
than one employer. 
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entire base period.  
 
The base period is 
the first 4 of the 5 
most recently 
completed quarters 
or the 4 most recent 
completed quarters. 
 
This can combine 
income from more 
than one employer.  

period.14 
 
This can 
combine income 
from more than 
one employer.   

or the 3 most recent 
completed quarters 
and the portion of 
the current quarter 
that has already 
occurred. 
 
This can combine 
income from more 
than one employer.  

work less than 20 
hours per week must 
have worked at least 
175 days for their 
current employer. 

specific 
eligibility 
requirements.  

completed quarters 
and the portion of 
the current quarter 
that has already 
occurred.  
 
This can combine 
income from more 
than one employer. 

What 
family 
members 
are 
covered? 

A family member 
includes a worker’s 
child, parent, 
parent-in-law or 
parent of the 
worker’s registered 
domestic partner, 
grandparent, 
spouse, or 
registered domestic 
partner. 

A family 
member includes 
a worker’s child, 
parent, 
grandparent, 
grandchild, 
sibling, spouse, 
registered 
domestic 
partner, or the 
parent of a 
worker’s spouse 
or registered 
domestic 
partner.16 

A family member 
includes a worker’s 
child, parent, parent-
in-law, sibling, 
grandparent, 
grandchild, spouse, 
registered domestic 
partner, civil union 
partner, any other 
person related to the 
worker by blood, 
and any other person 
that the worker 
shows to have a 
close association 
with the worker 
which is the 
equivalent of a 
family relationship. 

A family member 
includes a worker’s 
child, parent, parent-
in-law, spouse, 
grandchild, 
grandparent, or 
domestic partner.17 
The law’s definition of 
domestic partner is 
flexible and does not 
require registration.18 

A family 
member 
includes a 
worker’s child, 
parent, parent-
in-law, spouse, 
grandparent, 
sibling, or 
registered 
domestic 
partner.  

A family member 
includes a worker’s 
child, grandchild, 
grandparent, parent, 
parent-in-law or 
parent of the 
worker’s registered 
domestic partner, 
sibling, spouse, or 
registered domestic 
partner.   

A family member 
includes a worker’s 
spouse, domestic 
partner, child, 
parent, parent of a 
spouse or domestic 
partner, grandchild, 
grandparent, or 
sibling. The law’s 
definition of 
domestic partner is 
flexible and does not 
require 
registration.19 

A family member 
includes a worker’s 
spouse, sibling, son 
or daughter, 
grandparent, 
grandchild parent, 
parent-in-law, or an 
individual related to 
the employee by 
blood or affinity 
whose close 
association the 
employee shows to 
be the equivalent of 
those family 
relationships.20  

A family member 
includes a worker’s 
spouse or registered 
domestic partner, 
sibling, child, child-
in-law, 
grandparent, 
grandchild, parent, 
parent-in-law or 
parent of the 
worker’s registered 
domestic partner, or 
any individual 
related by blood or 
affinity whose close 
association with a 
covered individual 
is the equivalent of 
a family 
relationship.21  
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How is the 
program 
funded? 

Workers cover the 
full cost of both 
TDI and TCI. Both 
programs are 
funded by a single 
payroll deduction, 
currently set at 
1.3% of wages. 
This deduction 
does not apply to 
wages above 
$72,300/year. 

Workers cover 
the full cost of 
both DI and 
PFL. Both 
programs are 
funded by a 
single payroll 
deduction, 
currently set at 
1.0% of wages. 
This deduction 
does not apply 
to wages above 
$122,909/year. 

Workers and 
employers share the 
cost of TDI. 
Workers contribute 
0.26% of their 
wages. Employers 
contribute a 
percentage of 
workers’ wages 
ranging from 0.10% 
to 0.75%. The 
percentage 
contribution for 
employees does not 
apply to a worker’s 
wages above 
$134,900/year; the 
percentage 
contribution for 
employers does not 
apply to a worker’s 
wages above 
$35,300/year. 
 

Workers cover the 
full cost of FLI. The 
program is funded 
by a payroll 
deduction, currently 
set at 0.16% of 
wages. This 
deduction does not 
apply to wages 
above 
$134,900/year.22 

Workers and 
employers share the 
cost of TDI. 
Employers can 
withhold 0.5% of 
workers’ wages to pay 
for coverage, up to 
$0.60/week; 
employers cover the 
remaining cost. 
 

Workers cover the full 
cost of PFL. The 
program is funded by 
a payroll deduction, 
currently set at 
0.270% of wages. This 
deduction does not 
apply to wages above 
an average of 
$1,401.17/ week. 

Employers 
cover the full 
cost of UPL. 
Employers 
contribute 
0.62% of the 
wages of 
covered 
employees.  

Workers and 
employers share the 
cost of medical 
leave. Employers 
can withhold up to 
45% of the premium 
from workers’ 
wages; employers 
cover the remaining 
cost. Employers 
with fewer than 50 
employees in 
Washington State 
are not required to 
pay the employer 
portion.23 Initially, 
the total premium 
for medical leave 
will be about 0.27% 
of wages. 
 

Workers cover the 
full cost of family 
leave. Initially, the 
premium will be 
about 0.13% of 
wages.24 
Premiums do not 
apply to wages 
above the Social 
Security 
contribution base. 
 
 

Workers and 
employers share the 
cost of medical 
leave. Employers 
can withhold up to 
40% of the premium 
from workers’ 
wages; employers 
cover the remaining 
cost. Employers with 
fewer than 25 
employees in 
Massachusetts are 
not required to pay 
the employer 
portion.25  
 

Workers cover the 
full cost of family 
leave.  
 

Initially, the total 
premium for family 
and medical leave 
will be 0.75% of 
wages. 
 
Premiums do not 
apply to wages 
above the Social 
Security contribution 
base. 
    

Workers cover the 
full cost of all leave.  
Workers contribute 
a percentage of 
wages set by the 
state, which will not 
exceed 0.5% of 
wages. 
 
Contributions do not 
apply to wages 
above the Social 
Security 
contribution base. 

Contributions begin 
between January 1 
and February 1, 
2021. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Workers and 
employers share the 
costs of all leave. 
Employers can 
withhold up to 60% 
of the contribution 
from workers’ 
wages; employers 
cover the remaining 
costs. Employers 
with fewer than 25 
employees are not 
required to pay the 
employer 
contribution.26  

The total premium 
will not exceed 1% 
of wages. 

Premiums do not 
apply to wages 
above 
$132,900/year. 

Contributions begin 
January 1, 2022. 
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What 
percentage 
of wages 
do 
workers 
receive? 

About 60% of a 
worker’s average 
weekly wage 
(formally, 4.62% of 
a worker’s wages 
in the highest 
earning quarter of 
the base year)27  

Between 60% 
and 70% of a 
worker’s 
average weekly 
wage, depending 
on their 
income28  

2/3 of a worker’s 
average weekly 
wage 
 
Starting July 1, 
2020, workers will 
receive 85% of their 
average weekly 
wage. 

Own health: 50% of a 
worker’s average 
weekly wage  
 
Family leave: 60% of 
a worker’s average 
weekly wage  
 
When the program is 
fully phased in in 
2021, workers will 
receive 67% of their 
average weekly wage 
for family leave. 

90% of a 
worker’s 
average weekly 
wage up to an 
amount equal 
to 40 times 
150% of the 
D.C. minimum 
wage and 50% 
of a worker’s 
average weekly 
wage above an 
amount equal 
to 40 times 
150% of the 
D.C. minimum 
wage29 

90% of a worker’s 
average weekly 
wage up to an 
amount equal to 
50% of the statewide 
average weekly 
wage and 50% of a 
worker’s average 
weekly wage above 
an amount equal to 
50% of the statewide 
average weekly 
wage 

80% of a worker’s 
average weekly 
wage up to an 
amount equal to 
50% of the statewide 
average weekly 
wage and 50% of a 
worker’s average 
weekly wage above 
an amount equal to 
50% of the statewide 
average weekly 
wage 

95% of a worker’s 
average weekly 
wage up to an 
amount equal to 40 
times the state 
minimum wage and 
60% of a worker’s 
average weekly 
wage above an 
amount equal to 40 
times the state 
minimum wage 
 

100% of a worker’s 
average weekly 
wage up to an 
amount equal to 
65% of the 
statewide average 
weekly wage and 
50% of a worker’s 
average weekly 
wage above an 
amount equal to 
65% of the 
statewide average 
weekly wage 
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What is the 
maximum 
weekly 
benefit? 

85% of the 
statewide average 
weekly wage 
 
Current: 
$867/week 

About 100% of 
the statewide 
average weekly 
wage 
 
Current: 
$1,300/week 

53% of the statewide 
average weekly 
wage 
 
Current: $667/week 
 
Starting July 1, 
2020, the cap will be 
70% of the statewide 
average weekly 
wage. 

Own health: 
$170/week 
 
Family leave: 60% of 
the statewide average 
weekly wage 
 
Current: 
$840.70/week 
 
When the program is 
fully phased in in 
2021, the cap for 
family leave will be 
67% of the statewide 
average weekly wage. 

$1,000 per 
week, adjusted 
annually based 
on inflation 

$1,000 per week 
initially, adjusted 
annually after the 
first year to 90% of 
the statewide 
average weekly 
wage 

$850 per week 
initially, adjusted 
annually after the 
first year to 64% of 
the statewide 
average weekly 
wage 

60 times the state 
minimum wage  
 
When benefits begin 
in 2022, the 
maximum weekly 
benefit will be $780.  

120% of the 
statewide average 
weekly wage. 
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For how 
long can a 
worker 
receive 
benefits? 

Own health: Up to 
30 weeks in a 52-
week period.30  
 
Family leave: Up to 
4 weeks in a 52-
week period. 
 
Total: Up to 30 
weeks in a 52-week 
period. 

Own health: Up 
to 52 weeks for 
any period of 
disability.31  
 
Family leave: 
Up to 6 weeks in 
a 12-month 
period. 
 
California does 
not specify a 
cumulative limit. 
 
Starting July 1, 
2020, workers 
will be able to 
take up to 8 
weeks of family 
leave. 

Own health: Up to 
26 weeks for any 
period of 
disability.32 
 
Family leave: Up to 
6 weeks in a 12-
month period. 
 
New Jersey does not 
specify a cumulative 
limit.  
 
Starting July 1, 
2020, workers will 
be able to take up to 
12 weeks of family 
leave. 

Own health: Up to 26 
weeks for any period 
of disability or in any 
52-week period. 
 
Family leave: Up to 10 
weeks in a 52-week 
period. 
 
Total: Up to 26 weeks 
in a 52-week period.   
 
When the program is 
fully phased in in 
2021, workers will be 
able to take up to 12 
weeks of family 
leave.33  

Own health: 
Up to 2 weeks 
in a 52-week 
period. 
 
Caring for a 
seriously ill 
relative: Up to 
6 weeks in a 
52-week 
period. 
 
Bonding with a 
new child: Up 
to 8 weeks in a 
52-week 
period. 
 
Total: Up to 8 
weeks in a 52-
week period.  

Own health: Up to 
12 weeks in a 52-
week period.34 
 
Family leave: Up to 
12 weeks in a 52-
week period.35 
 
Total: Up to 16 
weeks in a 52-week 
period.36  
 
Workers with 
certain pregnancy-
related health needs 
may receive up to an 
additional 2 weeks 
of benefits, which 
can be combined 
with other uses up to 
a total of 18 weeks 
in a 52-week period. 

Own health: Up to 
20 weeks in any 
benefit year. 
 
Family leave: Up to 
12 weeks in any 
benefit year. 
 
Total: Up to 26 
weeks in any benefit 
year. 
 
Military caregivers 
can receive up to 26 
weeks of family 
leave in any benefit 
year.  
 

Own health: Up to 
12 weeks in a 12-
month period. 
 
Family leave: Up to 
12 weeks in a 12-
month period. 
 
Total: Up to 12 
weeks in a 12-month 
period.  
 
Workers with 
certain pregnancy-
related health needs 
may receive up to an 
additional 2 weeks 
of benefits, which 
can be combined 
with other uses up to 
a total of 14 weeks 
in a 12-month 
period. 

Own health: Up to 
12 weeks in any 
benefit year. 
 
Family leave: Up to 
12 weeks in any 
benefit year 
 
Safe leave: Up to 
12 weeks in any 
benefit year. 
 
Total: Up to 12 
weeks in any 
benefit year. 
 
Workers with 
certain pregnancy-
and childbirth-
related health 
needs (including 
lactation) may 
receive up to an 
additional 2 weeks 
of benefits, which 
can be combined 
with other uses up 
to a total of 14 
weeks in any 
benefit year. 
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Is there an 
unpaid 
waiting 
period? 

No.  Own health: 
Yes—there is a 
7-day unpaid 
waiting period.  
 
Family leave: 
No. 
 

Own health: Yes—
there is a 7-day 
unpaid waiting 
period. However, if 
a worker is eligible 
for benefits during 
each of 3 
consecutive weeks 
after the waiting 
period, that worker 
can also be paid 
benefits for the 
waiting period.   
 
Family leave: No. 

Own health: Yes—
there is a 7-day unpaid 
waiting period. 
 
Family leave: No. 

Yes—there is a 
1-week unpaid 
waiting period. 

Own health and 
family leave other 
than bonding leave: 
Yes—there is a 7-
day unpaid waiting 
period. 
 
Bonding leave: No.  

Yes—there is a 7-
day unpaid waiting 
period.  
 
 

No.  No. 

Are 
workers 
entitled to 
have their 
jobs back 
when they 
return?  

Own health: No.  
 
Family leave: 
Yes.37 
 
Workers may have 
protections under 
other laws, such as 
the FMLA or the 
Rhode Island 
Parental and 
Family Medical 
Leave Act.  

No.  
 
Workers may 
have protections 
under other 
laws, such as the 
FMLA or the 
California 
Family Rights 
Act. 

The law was recently 
amended to add 
additional anti-
retaliation 
provisions, which 
may be clarified by 
regulation. 
 
Workers may have 
protections under 
other laws, such as 
the FMLA or the 
New Jersey Family 
Leave Act. 

Own health: No. 
 
Family leave: Yes.38 
 
Workers may have 
protections under 
other laws, such as the 
FMLA.  

No. 
 
Workers may 
have 
protections 
under other 
laws, such as 
the FMLA or 
the D.C. 
Family & 
Medical Leave 
Act.  

Yes, but only for 
workers who meet 
specific eligibility 
criteria similar to 
those for the 
FMLA.39  
 
Workers may have 
protections under 
other laws, such as 
the FMLA. 

Yes.40 
 
Workers may have 
protections under 
other laws, such as 
the FMLA or the 
Massachusetts 
Parental Leave Act. 

Yes, if they have 
been employed by 
their employer for at 
least 3 months 
before requesting 
leave, except for 
leaves taken for safe 
time.41  
 
Workers may also 
have protections 
under other laws, 
such as the FMLA 
or Connecticut’s 
family violence 
leave law.  
 

Yes, if they have 
been employed by 
their employer for 
at least 90 days 
before taking 
leave.42  
 
Workers may also 
have protections 
under other laws, 
such as the FMLA 
or the Oregon 
Family Leave Act.  
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How is the 
insurance 
provided? 

All covered 
workers are 
covered through 
the state fund.  

By default, 
workers are 
covered through 
the state fund. 
Employers can 
apply for 
approval of a 
voluntary plan, 
which must 
provide benefits 
greater than 
those available 
through the 
state. 

By default, workers 
are covered through 
the state fund.  
Employers can apply 
for approval of a 
private plan, which 
must provide 
benefits at least 
equivalent to those 
available through the 
state.   

Employers can 
provide coverage by 
purchasing insurance 
(either from the state 
fund or a private 
insurer) or by 
becoming an approved 
self-insurer. 

All covered 
workers are 
covered 
through the 
district fund. 

By default, workers 
are covered by the 
state fund. 
Employers can 
apply for approval 
of a voluntary plan, 
which must provide 
benefits at least 
equivalent to those 
available through 
the state.   

By default, workers 
are covered by the 
state fund. 
Employers can apply 
for approval of a 
private plan, which 
must provide 
benefits at least 
equivalent to those 
available through the 
state.   

By default, workers 
are covered by the 
state fund. 
Employers can 
apply for approval 
of a private plan, 
which must provide 
benefits at least 
equivalent to those 
available through 
the state.   

By default, workers 
are covered by the 
state fund. 
Employers can 
apply for approval 
of an equivalent 
plan, which must 
provide benefits at 
least equivalent to 
those available 
through the state.   
 

 
 
 

 
Hawaii also has a temporary disability insurance (TDI) program, which provides benefits to most workers for up to 26 weeks (save for a 1-week waiting period) for any period of serious off-the-
job illness or injury. To be eligible for benefits, workers must have been employed for at least 14 weeks, during each of which the worker worked at least 20 hours and earned at least $400 in 
wages, during the 52 weeks immediately prior to the start of disability. This can combine income from more than one employer. Under the program, a worker receives 58% of a worker’s average 
weekly wage up to a cap of about 70% of the statewide average weekly wage. Hawaii does not provide paid family leave.43  

 

                                                
1 R.I. Gen. Laws § 28-39-1 et seq. 
2 Cal. Unemp. Ins. Code § 2601 et seq. San Francisco has enacted a municipal law that grants additional benefits for parental leave for many workers. 
3 N.J. Stat. Ann. § 43:21-25 et seq. 
4 N.Y. Workers’ Comp. Law § 200 et seq. For more information on New York’s paid family leave law, visit FamilyLeaveWorks.org. 
5 D.C. Code Ann. § 32-541.01 et seq.  
6 Wash. Rev. Code et seq. 50A.04.005.  
7 The law is only partially codified. For the full text of the law, see https://malegislature.gov/Laws/SessionLaws/Acts/2018/Chapter121.  
8 Conn. Legis. Serv. P.A. 19-25 (S.B. 1). The law is only partially codified. For the full text of the law, see https://www.cga.ct.gov/2019/lcoamd/pdf/2019LCO09302-R00-AMD.pdf. 
9 See Or. Enrolled House Bill 2005 (HB 2005-B). The law is only partially codified. For the full text of the law, see https://olis.leg.state.or.us/liz/2019R1/Downloads/MeasureDocument/HB2005/Enrolled. 
10 Connecticut’s law also specifies that leave can be taken to be an organ or bone marrow donor. This purpose may also be covered under other paid family and medical leave laws. 
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11 California, New Jersey, and Rhode Island also provide some coverage for previously covered workers who have a qualifying need for family or medical leave while they are unemployed, while New York and Hawaii also 
provide some coverage for previously covered workers who have a qualifying need related to the worker’s own health. Details vary by state. States that aren’t currently implementing their programs will also likely provide some 
coverage for previously covered workers during unemployment, though final regulations will be needed to specify details.  
12 For a list of exceptions, visit http://www.wcb.ny.gov/content/main/offthejob/WhoCovered_DB.jsp.  
13 Note that no state law covers federal employees.  
14 If a worker was unemployed and actively seeking work for at least 60 days of a quarter or quarters during the base period, that quarter or quarters is excluded from the base period and an equal number of quarters from the 
period immediately prior to the base period are substituted.  
15 Employees who are regularly in the employment of a single employer on a work schedule that is less than the employer’s normal work week become eligible for disability leave benefits on the 25th day of such employment. 
16 This list covers family members for whom a worker can take leave to care for when they are seriously ill. Starting January 1, 2021, paid family leave can also be used to address certain needs arising from the active duty 
military service of a worker’s spouse, domestic partner, child, or parent. 
17 This list covers family members a worker can take leave to care for when they are seriously ill. Paid family leave can also be used to address certain needs arising from the active duty military service of a worker’s spouse, 
domestic partner, child, or parent.  
18 The definition of domestic partner includes any person who is at least 18 years old and “is dependent upon the employee for support as shown by either unilateral dependence or mutual interdependence, as evidenced by a 
nexus of factors including, but not limited to, common ownership of real or personal property, common householding, children in common, signs of intent to marry, shared budgeting, and the length of the personal relationship 
with the employee . . . .”  
19 The definition of domestic partner includes any person who is at least 18 years old and “is dependent upon the covered individual for support as shown by either unilateral dependence or mutual interdependence that is 
evidenced by a nexus of factors including, but not limited to: (A) common ownership of real or personal property; (B) common householding; (C) children in common; (D) signs of intent to marry; (E) shared budgeting; and (F) 
the length of the personal relationship with the covered individual . . . .”  
20 This list covers family members a worker can take leave to care for when they are seriously ill. Paid family leave can also be used to address certain needs arising from the active duty military service of a worker’s spouse, 
child, parent, or next of kin. Note that safe time can only be used when the worker, not a family member, is a victim of domestic violence.  
21 Workers can also take leave to care for the spouse or registered domestic partner of the worker’s parent, sibling, grandparent, and grandchild.  This list covers family members a worker can take leave to care for when they are 
seriously ill. Paid leave under the law can also be used as safe leave to address certain medical and non-medical needs arising out of the worker or the worker’s minor child or dependent being a victim of domestic violence, 
harassment, sexual assault, or stalking.  
22 These percentages are based on participation in the state plan. If an employer chooses a private plan, employees can only be required to contribute as much as they would have contributed to the state plan; these employees can 
only be required to contribute if a majority of employees agree to the private plan before it goes into effect. See https://myleavebenefits.nj.gov/labor/myleavebenefits/employer/index.shtml?open=PrivatePlan.  
23 Employers with 50-150 employees who must pay all of the premiums or employers with fewer than 50 employees who choose to cover the employee portion of the premium may apply to receive certain grants from the state. 
24 The initial total premium for both family and medical leave will be set at 0.4% of employees’ wages, one third of which shall be associated with family leave and two thirds of which shall be associated with medical leave. The 
state will set the premium in subsequent years based on a formula set by statute. In addition, the state will set the maximum wages subject to premium contributions based on the maximum wages subject to social security 
taxation. Employers may choose to cover all or part of employees’ share of the premium for family and/or medical leave.   
25 For purposes of determining the number of employees, self-employed people who are part of the employer’s workforce are considered employees if self-employed people make up more than fifty percent of the employer’s 
workforce.   
26 Employers with less than 25 employees may apply to receive certain grants if they elect to pay the employer contribution. 
27 In addition, workers may also be entitled to a dependency allowance for minor children or adult children who are incapacitated due to physical or mental illness. 
28 Very low-wage workers receive a fixed benefit amount set by statute, which may result in higher wage replacement rates. 
29 Workers with less than a year of total covered employment will receive a smaller benefit, pro-rated based on the numbers of weeks the worker has worked in covered employment.  
30 While technically there is no time limit on receiving benefits, workers cannot receive benefits worth more than 30 times their weekly benefit rate in a year, in effect limiting workers to 30 weeks per year. 
31 While technically there is no time limit on receiving benefits, workers cannot receive benefits worth more than 52 times their weekly benefit rate for any continuous period of disability, in effect limiting workers to 52 weeks 
per continuous period of disability. 
32 In addition, no worker can receive benefits worth more than 26 times their weekly benefit amount in a year.  
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33 Workers may take up to a cumulative total of 26 weeks of TDI and PFL in a 52-week period. 
34 Technically, workers are entitled to medical leave benefits for up to 12 times their typical workweek hours. As noted above, medical leave may be extended by an additional 2 weeks (2 times a worker’s typical workweek 
hours) if the worker experiences a serious health condition with a pregnancy that results in incapacity.   
35 Technically, workers are entitled to family leave benefits for up to 12 times their typical workweek hours.  
36 Technically, workers are entitled to up to a cumulative 16 times the worker’s typical workweek hours of family and medical leave in a 52-week period or up to a cumulative 18 times the worker’s typical workweek hours of 
family and medical leave in a 52-week period if the worker experiences a serious health condition with a pregnancy that results in incapacity. 
37 A worker returning from TCI leave must be restored to the worker’s prior position or “a position with equivalent seniority, status, employment benefits, pay, and other terms and conditions of employment including fringe 
benefits and service credits that the employee had been entitled to at the commencement of leave.” Workers who receive health insurance through their employers are entitled to continuation of those benefits while on TCI.  
38 A worker returning from PFL must be restored to the worker’s prior position or “a comparable position with comparable employment benefits, pay and other terms and conditions of employment.” Workers who receive health 
insurance through their employers are entitled to continuation of those benefits while on PFL.  
39 Workers are entitled to job protection under the state paid family and medical leave law only if they work for an employer with at least 50 employees, have been employed by that employer for at least 12 months, and have 
worked for that employer for at least 1,250 hours during the 12-month period immediately preceding leave. A worker entitled to job protection under the law must be restored to the worker’s prior position or “an equivalent 
position with equivalent employment benefits, pay, and other terms and conditions of employment.” Some highly paid employees may be subject to a very narrow exception. Workers who receive health insurance through their 
employers are entitled to continuation of those benefits while on leave if their employers would be required to continue benefits under the Family and Medical Leave Act.  
40 A worker returning from paid family or medical leave must be restored to the worker’s prior position or “an equivalent position, with the same status, pay, employment benefits, length of service credit and seniority as of the 
date of leave.” Workers who receive health insurance through their employers are entitled to continuation of those benefits while on paid family and medical leave.  
41 Through the law creating its paid leave program, Connecticut amended the Connecticut Family and Medical Leave Act (CTFMLA), which provides job protection, to cover essentially all employees entitled to paid leave 
benefits except those receiving benefits for safe time purposes. Note that CTFMLA does not protect workers’ health insurance. Workers receiving benefits for safe time purposes may be have employment protections under 
Connecticut’s family violence leave law.  
42A worker returning from leave under Oregon’s law must be restored to the worker’s prior position or “any available equivalent position with equivalent employment benefits, pay and other terms and conditions of 
employment.” If a worker’s employer has fewer than 25 employees and the worker’s prior position no longer exists, the worker’s “employer may, at the employer’s discretion based on business necessity, restore the eligible 
employee to a different position with similar job duties and with the same employment benefits and pay.” Workers who receive health insurance through their employers are entitled to continuation of those benefits while on paid 
family and medical leave.  
43 See Haw. Rev. Stat. § 392-1 et seq. For more information, visit https://labor.hawaii.gov/dcd/home/about-tdi/. For a list of exceptions to covered workers, visit http://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/hrscurrent/Vol07_Ch0346-
0398/HRS0392/HRS_0392-0005.htm. 
 


